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Most studies on vol wqm focus on data quality, organization structures, or outcomes
either for water quality data or for volunteers). Few studies focus on the social aspects
of participation. Notable exceptions: Bruyere and Rappe (2007) who identify
“opportunities for socializing with likeminded people” as a motivation for environmental
volunteerism, though not wqm in particular, and Overdevest, Orr, and Stepenuck (2004)
who have find that wqm volunteers experience an increase in personal networks and
community connections. This study is differs in that I focus on what brings volunteers to
the table (or, rather, to the stream, or the lab) to begin, and what keeps them there.
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This reflects previous research suggesting participants in volunteer water quality
monitoring tend to be well-educated, middle class, professional, and, on average, middle
aged. However, those that I interviewed consistently mentioned various aspects of
diversity in their programs in terms of age, occupation, political views, etc. It may be
that, for whatever reason, less educated or blue collar participants, etc. are not getting
included in studies. For example, my research suggests that organizational leaders and
lab volunteers tend to be more homogeneous, on average, than samplers.
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Variations for motivation include protecting the water for: recreation, scenic beauty,
restoration, public health, public engagement, and professional concerns (i.e. from a
respondent who is an engineer). Despite this variation, the importance of the social
relationships cultivated through wqm was explicitly mentioned in all but three
interviews.
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Butch volunteers with several organizations in the area, but does not hold an official
leadership position. He both collects samples and works in the lab. Butch also has a
scientific background related to water quality. This and the following quotes highlight
the importance of resource protect via data gathering and sharing AND the importance
of the social relationships within the organization.
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Jack volunteers with a single organization by running tests in the lab. Jack’s education
and profession is not related to science or water quality, but he descibes himself as an
“outdoor”. He met some the guys who do wqm as part of another organization and
became “networked” into wqm that way. Participation initiation through networks is a
common theme. Several other volunteers began wqm because they were recruited by a
friend or family member.
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Amy is the director of the oldest vwqm program in Cincinnati. Her organization meets
Ohio’s Credible Data Law for Level 2 training and the EPA using some of their data and
testing sites when considers TMDLs on the river. Amy has also been very generous with
her support of other wqm in the area. Her comment about lunch underscores another
common theme- the importance of food. Volunteers from organization that provided
lunch consistently mentioned the importance of sharing a meal together both as a sign
of volunteer appreciation and building relationships. For Amy, providing lunch is
beneficial in an additional way- it keeps volunteers from leaving early because they are
hungry.
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